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Background: A disk cache speeds up disk writes by providing a high speed interface between the system CPU and a DRAM. Writes to disk are scheduled later between DRAM and disk. A hazard exists if the system unexpectedly loses power before new disk information in DRAM can be written to disk. Therefore a method to preserve cache contents during power failure is mandatory. Battery-Backed:  A conventional approach to avoid data loss in a power failure is to power the cache system with a battery.  Batteries are a non-ideal solution due to high maintenance and low cycle life.  NF-Backed: A newer approach is to copy the DRAM image to NF when power fails. Because backup power is needed only for the short DRAM-to-NF data-transfer time (measured in seconds) a new power source can be considered to replace batteries.  This is the Electrochemical Double-Layer Capacitor, a.k.a. SuperCapacitor or UltraCapacitor (“UltraCap”). The UltraCap turns the DRAM/NF combination an NV (non-volatile) DRAM system, adding non-volatility to the high speed advantage of DRAM.When power fails in the host system, NV DRAM disconnects the DRAM from the system controller (which is losing power) and takes control of the memories to do a memory-to-memory move of DRAM contents into NF. Since the system is now inherently non-volatile thanks to the NF, once the transfer is made the memory system can be powered down. UltraCap power is required only for a fraction of the time the battery must power the NVRAM solution. This solution takes advantage of the UltraCap’s excellent energy density, i.e. the ability to deliver a lot of energy (for a short time) in a small package. When the system re-powers, the NV memory system copies the NF contents back into the DRAM, then hands control back to the system controller. The NV DRAM is not truly ready to do another emergency backup until the host regains control of the DRAM, AND the UltraCaps have re-charged to an energy level guaranteed to power the next backup. The Ultracap’s ability to accept charging current well in excess of its delivered current allows charge times in seconds, compared with hours for a battery.  
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0.001 Farad

33 Farad

How is this possible?

~4X Volume…
33,000X Capacitance
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These capacitors are shown roughly to scale. Not precisely apples to apples, since the left one is 16V and the right one is 2.7V, but you get the idea. 
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The dramatic increase in capacitance/volume is made possible by an entirely new way to build a capacitor.But first, a little Physics 1C. The capacitance of a parallel-plate capacitor increases as:The plate area A increases, andThe plate separation d decreases. 
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The dramatic increase in UltraCap capacitance/volume is made possible by an entirely new way to build a capacitor. An Ultracap is made from two porous electrodes soaked in an electrolyte solution with an insulator (separator/ionic conductor) between them. When voltage is applied, ions from the electrolyte accumulate along the porous surfaces of the two electrodes. The capacitance is greatly increased compared with that of ordinary capacitors, due to two factors:1. The charge separation distance d is governed by the size of the ions, which is on a molecular scale.2. The enormous surface of the pores give the electrodes a huge surface area on which to collect charge.One teaspoon of activated charcoal contains the surface area of a football field.  This diagram greatly exaggerates the thickness of the porous surface on each electrode. The carbon is actually a thin coating on the electrode. The two coated electrodes give rise to the term “double-layer”.  Huge A + Tiny d, equals huge capacitance/volume.  While batteries chemically separate positive and negative charges, UltraCaps physically separate charges with no reaction or chemical “wear”. The non-chemical reaction explains the cycle life of UltraCaps—in the 100,000’s—as well as the quick charge and discharge rates.



UltraCap Reliability Testing
Temp Chamber Testing

Full System Testing

UltraCap Test Board
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This test laboratory in Chengdu China has been continuously testing UltraCaps for 3 years. UltraCaps are tested between manufacturers, and at extended operating temperatures and voltages. UltraCaps are new, so there is no 10-year life data. Therefore the tests are run at extreme conditions to validate manufacturer specifications.
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This UltraCap test data shows some interesting results. We wanted to confirm that unlike batteries, UltraCaps have essentially unlimited cycle life. These curves represent a group of UltraCaps, graphing the best and worst of the lot. As the UltraCaps were cycled at elevated temperature, their capacitance values were measured. As we’ll see, the capacitance decrease curve shape is due to the elevated temperature, not the cycles. We’ve left the units off these graphs, but the required capacitance for the NV-RAM application is considerably south of these curves.
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Just for comparison, the cycle life of batteries is considerably smaller. 



UltraCap Voltage & Vendors
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“All date taken at same elevated temp,
well above spec limit. 
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These curves show voltage and temperature effects on UltraCaps.  Because UltraCaps have such long lifetimes and extended historical data is not available, stress-testing them at elevated temp and voltage is required to validate vendor lifetime specifications. Vendor B, at highly elevated temperature and maximum operating voltage (2.7V). Vendor G, same temperature and voltage. The accelerated lifetime difference over Vendor B is significant.Different vendor, elevated temperature, optimal operating voltage. The effect of UltraCap voltage is pronounced.  
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PowerGEM is our UltraCap-based power source. GEM stands for Green Energy Module.UltraCaps must be carefully sized for the system application. Physical size, operating voltage, operating temperature and required lifetime all interact. Due to decrease in capacitance over a 5-10 year lifetime the system must include considerable margin in the power delivery capability of its UltraCaps. They must deliver the required energy at the end of the product’s life-cycle. Here a 207 Joule supply was measured powering a BACKUP operation in a typical system. It can supply power for over 20 seconds, even though it is required to power the load for only 10 seconds. This means that the UltraCaps could lose 100% of their capacitance rating and still (barely) deliver the necessary power. In practice the UltraCaps are sized/operated to provide for a much low capacitance drop, e.g. ~30% over the product lifetime. 
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Individual systems can be tailored to size and capacity. Architectural changes might include running more NF devices in parallel. This decreases the backup time and reduces the required size of the UltraCaps. 



Reliability: How Much Energy?
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It can be difficult to judge the remaining “juice” in a battery by observing its voltage. Alternative power estimates (e.g. “Coulomb counting”) become more inaccurate as batteries age. Batteries can indicate nearly “full charge” voltage when in fact they have very little power left.An UltraCap has a linear voltage drop.  Because the output voltage of an UltraCap is directly related to the amount of charge remaining, the output voltage directly indicates the remaining amount of charge.It is easy to calculate the extracted and remaining energy in an UltraCap due to the linear decrease in voltage with time.



Other Reliability Issues For Flash-
Backed Cache Systems 

• Unmanaged Flash Has Advantages
• Low-level visibility can give early warning
• Wear tracking can be made available to host
• Trending over service lifetime

• UltraCap-powered system remains powered 
when host loses power
• Safety Interlock Signals

• Host can glitch signals during power up/down
• Qualifiers (Enables) require normally-operating host 

• Complex system readiness reduced to single GTG 
(Good To Go) signal
• Multiple readiness factors readable over I2C registersSanta Clara, CA
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It is simple and convenient to add Managed Flash to a system. But if you are willing to take on the challenges of soft-error correction, wear leveling and bad block replacement, you get lower-level control over the NF resource. This allows detailed tracking of the NF resource so that pre-failure trends can easily be spotted. For example, if reserved bad-block resources start depleting at an accelerated rate, a system warning can be issued well before anything actually fails. This kind of visibility is essential in a high-reliability system.A unique challenge in an NVRAM is to maintain signaling safety as the host loses power (but the UltraCap-powered system does not). To avoid false triggers by glitching host signals (as the host loses or regains power) an interlock system must protect the critical signals. For example, pin qualifiers (enables) that the host can access only when reliably powered can guard against spurious BACKUPS or RESTORES.The host must also know that it is safe to turn on its write cache. The NVRAM system can be in various states of readiness at different times. The host should have a single GTG (“Good To Go”) indicator that the system is power-fail safe. In addition, if GTG=0 the host should be able to interrogate internal registers to determine exactly what is preventing readiness. For example, just after the host is powered, GTG might be low because the UltraCaps have not yet fully charged.The concepts introduced above as well as additional in-system health monitoring and tracking are provided through a system protocol spec developed by AgigA Tech that we call AGIGASAFE™.
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NF-backed SDRAMS make excellent reliable power-
loss protected caches

High densities, e.g 1GB-8GB
UltraCaps are ideally suited to this application
UltraCaps wear, but not a system issue if properly 
selected, sized and rated
Fine control over system “internals” like managing the 
NF allows precise health monitoring and tracking
Special attention is required to operate a powered 
system while its “master” loses power


